Get support for your energy poverty project today

Are you a developer of residential housing projects for low income families?

Would you like to invest in energy efficient developments?

The Benefits

People in Need will connect you with SMARTER experts in your country that advise you on how to turn your building project into green certified buildings. Green certified buildings tend to be durable, energy and water efficient and of exceptional quality. SMARTER experts will provide consultation and guidance on green technologies with discounted certification fees.

The Criteria

Are you a municipality subsidizing reconstructions of private dwellings? Are you an NGO supporting social housing for underprivileged?

According to your needs, SMARTER can provide:
- tailor-made technical and financial guidance
- advice to increase the quality of your construction plans
- connections with banks offering green loans
- international visibility of your project

What is a Green Home?

A green home is a residential building designed to provide a significant reduction of the energy needs for heating and cooling.

Why invest in green homes?

Green homes are a profitable long term investment. Developing them through a credible certification program represents an opportunity for residential developers to build high quality and high performance homes that last.

Good Practice we endorse

This nearly zero energy project uses renewable energy sources implemented by Green Council BIH supported by over 80 organizations.

The experimental scientific research project Laboratory of Dissemination of Knowledge - Bio Based Student Pavilion in Bosnia Herzegovina.

In this pilot project, homeowners reached a consensus on the energy efficiency renovations they would implement in their homes.

Residential Energy Efficiency for Low Income Households (REELIH), a collaborative project of USAID and Habitat for Humanity.

Access the Toolkit for Residential Investors & Developers

Contact
milenka.pecenica@peopleinneed.cz
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